. Distribution of iHS and nSL with population growth and population bottlenecks.
Supplementary Table 1 . Samples used in this study.
Population label (as determined by the international HapMap project release 3), description of the population (brief description of the region of origin followed by country), original number of samples included in HapMap3 and number of samples used in this study after excluding individuals whose genome we estimated to be > 5% in IBD. Supplementary Table 4A and 4B. False positive rate for five statistics varying growth rate, bottleneck ratio, migration rate and recombination rate for two different significance levels (0.01 and 0.05).
A) B)
We computed each of the statistics using several window sizes (values after the underscore). For nSL, Tajima's D, and Fay and Wu's H the window size is defined by the number of segregating sites. For iHS, the window size value gives the EHH threshold which sets the limits of integration. For EHH and rEHH the window size corresponds to the recombination rate distance over which the IBS of the haplotypes is judged. Values in the table range from 0 to 1. They correspond to the false positive rate respect to the standard neutral model. Notice that for some statistics the false positive rate is zero for all simulation conditions. This occurs because the most extreme value of the test statistic is found in a proportion larger than α, where α is the nominal significance level, under the standard neutral model. 
